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The real-time monitoring of sand production has always been an important issue during the process of oil production in offshore
field.This paper illustrates a new alternative vibration sensor approach tomonitor the sand production. A special broadband sensor
was selected. Then the time-frequency analysis, characteristic sand frequency band filter method, and peak searching-denoising
method were proposed to enhance the detection ability of sand vibration signals in strong background noises of crude oil flow.
After that, visible differences in time-frequency domain and power spectrum between sand and nonsand production well can be
observed. Four typical wells in Bohai oil production platformwere selected to investigate themonitoring effects of sand production.
The monitoring findings show that there exists a good correlation between the vibration power spectrum amplitude and the sand
production volume, which is consistent with actual results.

1. Introduction

Sand production is a phenomenon that occurs in the petro-
leum industry during the process of oil production in offshore
field.The drilling and petroleum production will redistribute
the stresses and pore pressure in sandstone formation.There-
fore, sand particles move from the reservoir into the well
along with the oil flow. This is commonly known as “sand
production” in the petroleum industry [1, 2]. When the
sand production is continuous, the normal well production
will be seriously affected due to the partial sand-clogging
[3, 4]. Sanding can also cause damage to facilities such as
pipelines and valves [5]. There have been a considerable
amount of researches on the mechanism and prediction of
sand production [6], but they are not enough to meet the
need of oil production. On the other hand, the real-time sand
production information can help operator to control the sand
production and optimize the well production in a better way.
Then the life span of oil well can be extended. Therefore, it is

important to develop an effective system for monitoring the
sand production information in real-time.

The monitoring of sand production has long been recog-
nized as a challenge by engineers and researchers all around
theworld.Over the years, a number ofmonitoring techniques
have been developed and proposed to meet some of these
difficult challenges. For example, Ibrahim and Haugsdal [7]
applied acoustic sand detector to obtain the information of
sand in pipeline. Braaten et al. [8, 9] used electrical resistance
(ER) method to achieve the sand production signals by
changing probe resistance, which was caused by particles
impact. Hii et al. [10] monitored the particle characteris-
tics in multiphase flow by acoustic emission technology.
Despite their availabilities, these sand detection approaches
are relatively expensive ormake installation andmaintenance
difficult or impractical. For instance, ER equipment should
be installed with invasion of pipeline. Consequently, a new
noninvasion vibration sensor approach is explored to real-
timely monitor the sand production.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of sand monitoring: (a) illustration
of the sand monitoring facility, (b) sensor field installation graph,
(c) the 100mL crude oil from pipeline after centrifugation, and (d)
amplified sand sample.

In this work, a special wideband vibration sensor was
selected to obtain the vibration signals caused by sand-
carrying flow hitting the pipe wall at bends in the pipeline
due to inertia. A set of signal processingmethodswere used to
obtain characteristic signals caused by low concentrations of
sand in the flowbackgroundnoise. Four typical wells in Bohai
oil production platform were chosen to investigate the sand
production monitoring effects, and the monitoring results
showed a good consistency with actual results.

2. Approaches

2.1. Sand Production Monitoring Method. The monitoring
of sand production is a real-time detection during crude
oil transmission in pipeline. On approaching a change in
flow direction, sand’s inertia causes it to deviate from the
streamlines of the carrying fluid, generating vibration signals
by particles impingement on the walls of the pipe. Sand does
work for bend walls and the impact of kinetic energy will be
converted to the strength of vibration. Accordingly, vibration
sensor is installed at the downstream bend tube wall within
the insulating layer. The design of the monitoring method is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Impact vibration signals of oil flow and sand are obtained
by the sensor. Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and
frequency domain are selected to obtain the sand impact
information in complex crude oil flow with heavy noise. The
STFT provides a 2D time-frequency domain for all frequen-
cies contained in the vibration signal, and the magnitude of
STFT on the vibration signal 𝑦(𝑡) is defined as [11]

TF (𝑡, 𝑓) =

∫

+∞

−∞

𝑦 (𝜏) ℎ ∗ (𝜏 − 𝑡) 𝑒
−𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝜏

𝑑𝜏


, (1)

where ℎ(𝑡) is a short-time analysis window centered at 𝑡 = 0.
The width of ℎ(𝑡) can distinguish the adjacent frequencies

from each other. The STFT reflects the sand and oil flow
energy distribution on the time-frequency plane. It is hard
to extract characteristic frequencies in lower frequency band
because of the great interference background noise caused
by mechanical system, such as oil pump and other rotating
machinery. Subsequently, Liu et al. [12] and Wang et al.
[13] have found that the sensitive vibration frequency band
of the sand (more than 10KHz) is remarkable. However,
the filtering of these characteristic frequencies is unable to
completely filter out the flow background noises due to the
widely distributed vibration frequency band of the sand.

Vibration power spectra corresponding to sand-carrying
crude oil can reflect the relationship between sand produc-
tion volume and the energy of impact signals. The ideal
sand signals of power spectra present obvious multipeaks.
A denoising method is selected to further extract the sand
signals and reduce other backgroundnoise signals. First of all,
Savitzky-Golay filter is selected to smooth the power spectra.
It is defined as follows:
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The data consists of a set of 𝑛 {𝑥
𝑗
, 𝑦
𝑗
} points (𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛),

where 𝑥
𝑗
is an independent variable and 𝑦

𝑗
is an observed

value.They are treatedwith a set of𝑚 convolution coefficients
with 𝐶

𝑖
according to the expression. Secondly, the crude oil

flow background noise is deducted according to the smooth
curve results.Thirdly, symmetric zero areamethod is selected
to extract the sand signals of power spectrum peak by peak
searching. It is mentioned as follows:
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𝑋 and 𝑌, respectively, are input and output dates, 𝐶
𝑗
is the

window function of symmetric zero area, and𝑊 = 2𝑚 + 1
is the transformation width. Finally, the value of searched
minimum peak is selected as final background noise due
to the excellent capacity of weak peak searching [14]. The
final sand vibration energy is equal to the searchedmultipeak
values subtracting the minimum peak value.

2.2. Sand Production Monitor Step. Since Bohai bay is a typ-
ical unconsolidated sandstone reservoir and easy to produce
sand [15], Bo Zhong oil production platform is chosen as
the monitoring testing areas of sand production in Bohai
bay. The size of sands mainly ranges from 73𝜇m to 311 𝜇m.
Four typical wells are selected as sand productionmonitoring
wells according to the well reports. Table 1 shows the major
parameters of these wells.

In the process of sand production monitoring, vibration
signals are generated by sand-carrying flows and sent to the
charge amplifier; then the computer receives digital signal
converted by analog signal throughmultichannel high-speed
data acquisition card. The collected sand production signals
are processed and displayed by signal handler. Vibration sig-
nals are specially detected with high frequency piezoelectric
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Table 1: Major parameters of test wells.

Well Flow temperature (∘C) Moisture content (Vol.%) Flow velocity (m/s) Sand content (Vol.%)
A5 56.2 78 2.21 0.01
A15 55.6 40 0.69 0.00
A25 53.9 52 0.72 0.02
A45 56.0 60 2.17 0.00

acceleration sensor made by PCB Company (mode 357B03).
As for this vibration sensor, the sensitivity is 10 pc/g and the
frequency range is 0–18KHz. It is due to the contradiction
between sensitivity and bandwidth that the vibration sensor
is employed. The signal handler is set to acquire vibration
waveforms at a sampling rate of 50KHz, and the sampling
points are 8192. The window function is Gaussian window
and the period of data refresh is 5 s. Besides, a 20KHz low
pass filter is set to reject the high error percent of signals,
which are caused by the out of maximum ratings of sensor
in this acquisition system.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. The Signal Analysis of Crude Oil Flow. Investigations in
the time-frequency domainwere undertakenwith short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) analysis, which employed a 128-
point FFT length and Blackman window type. Besides, a
2 KHz high pass filter was set to eliminatemost ofmechanical
system background noise. Analysis results of the typical four
wells as Table 1 mentioned are shown in Figure 2.

The time-frequency plots (Figure 2(a)) for number A15
well without sand production show that the crude oil impact
vibration frequencies are widely distributed, but the dom-
inant frequency band mainly focuses on 2.5–7.5 KHz. It is
evident that the frequency band between 10 and 15KHz is
marked in solid white lines, where the energy intensity level
is much lower than others.

TheSTFTanalysis result of numberA25well (Figure 2(b))
shows that the crude oil vibration frequencies are also widely
distributed. The limitation of energy intensity level within
10–15 KHz marked with solid white lines is still higher,
especially for time 0.043–0.058 s and 0.072–0.082 s. In these
two periods, there are obvious features of impact signal by
time-domain analysis. The STFT analysis results illustrate
that the same low frequency band as number A15 well is also
generated. The abovementioned descriptions are the sand
production features of number A25 well. The characteristic
sand vibration frequency band appears coupling with sand-
carrying crude oil flow impacting on the wall. So vibration
sensor approaches can detect low intensity sand signals under
relative high intensity crude oil flow signals.

Figure 2(c) shows the frequency spectrum results of num-
ber A45 well without sand production. The energy intensity
level of the frequency band between 10 and 15KHz marked
in solid white lines is almost zero. The detected vibration
frequency bands are mainly distributed on other frequency
bands like number A15 well with nonsand production.

The analysis results of number A5 well can be seen in
Figure 2(d). The energy intensity level of the characteristic

sand frequency band marked in solid white lines is high
due to the existence of the sands in the oil-flow conveying
pipeline. That is the phenomena of sand production, and
the sand impacting signals are more sensitive to this char-
acteristic sand frequency band. It can be seen that, in time
0.937–0.107 s and 0.128–0.134 s, there are obvious crude oil
flow impact signals by time-domain analysis. During these
two time periods, sand-carrying flow accumulates over a
high energy intensity level with frequency range of 11–15 KHz
caused by sand impact and 4–7KHz low frequency caused
by oil flow impact. So it is much easier for vibration sensor to
detect the sand impact signals in sand-carrying crude oil flow
which possesses obvious impact features in time-domain.

The STFT analysis results of nonsand production wells
number A15 and number A45 (Figures 2(a) and 2(c)) show
that the flow frequency bands mainly focus on 2–7KHz, 8–
10KHz, and 15–20KHz, respectively. In order to reduce the
interference of flow impactmaximally, these frequency bands
are set as interference frequency bands. As for the frequency
band of 7-8KHz, the energy intensity level is low. However,
for this frequency band of sand productionwells number A25
and number A5 (Figures 2(b) and 2(d)), the energy intensity
level is low too. Besides, these low frequency bands are more
sensitive to the oil flow impact. Therefore, comparing signals
from the sand production wells (number A25 and number
A5) with those from nonsand production wells (number
A15 and number A45), obvious sand characteristic frequency
band of 10–15 KHz is observed. Furthermore, filter type has
been set at band-pass frequency of 10–15 KHz to maximally
reduce the interference of flow impact vibration signals.
After that, the power spectrum can be used to analyze the
relationship between sand production volume in crude oil
and vibration signals captured by sensors.

3.2. The Signal Analysis of Sand Production Volume. In
experiments, Husin et al. [16] showed that the main factor
affecting the vibration power spectrum amplitude was the
speed of crude oil flow. So, two wells with almost equal flow
speed were selected to better reveal the characteristics of sand
production. A 100-point Savitzky-Golay filter method was
used to extract the trend of the power spectra (the green
and ultramarine lines in Figures 3-4). Symmetric zero area
method was selected to extract the sand signals of peaks in
power spectrum by peak searching.

Figure 3 shows the power spectra of number A5 well
and number A45 well. It is clear that the result of A5 well
possesses the characteristics of sand production. By the peak
searching-denoisingmethod, the peaks of power spectrum of
number A5 well are extracted to further illustrate the results
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Figure 2: STFT analysis of sand production vibration signals: (a) number A15 well; (b) number A25 well; (c) number A45 well; (d) number
A5 well.

of sand production volume. This result is shown in top right
corner (the insert portion of Figure 3). The value of searched
minimum peak is 375.33. There are 61 peaks in number A5
well. Their integral value and average value are 16235.57 and
266.16, respectively. The power spectrum of number A45
well owns smaller undulations and has no obvious abrupt
values compared to number A5 well, because there is no
sand production in crude oil mining process. Comparing the
trend of power spectra with different oil-flow velocities from
the number A5 well and number A45 well, the mean values
of number A5 well and number A45 well are 1102.07 and
949.54, respectively. These differences are mainly caused by
the higher flow velocity of number A5 well compared with
number A45 well. The statistical dispersions of number A5
well and number A45 well are 4.78% and 0.91%, respectively.
This higher percent of the number A5 well comes down to its
characteristic of sand production.

Figure 4 presents a summary of the power spectra of
number A25 well and number A15 well. The characteristic of

sand production in number A25 well is evident, and these
sand production multipeaks features are illustrated in top
right corner (the insert portion of Figure 4). The value of
searched minimum peak is 475.13. There are 52 peaks in
number A25 well. Their integral value and average value are
32576.56 and 626.47, respectively. The power spectrum of
number A15 well has the features of nonsand production like
numberA45well. Comparing the trend of power spectra with
different oil-flow velocities from the number A15 well and
number A25 well, the mean values of number A15 well and
number A25 well are 285.38 and 714.44, respectively. These
differences are caused by the lower flow velocity of number
A15 well compared with number A25 well. Besides, a huge
sand content gap between these two wells contributes to the
difference of the power spectrum amplitude. The statistical
dispersions of number A5 well and number A25 well are
3.35% and 6.64%, respectively. This difference conforms to
the characteristic of high volume sand production of number
25 well.
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Figure 3: Comparisons of the power spectrum of number A5 well
and number A45 well.
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Figure 4: Comparisons of the power spectrum of number A25 well
and number A15 well.

From Figures 3 and 4, the power spectrum amplitude
shows that the vibration sensor approaches can successfully
detect the sand production features in real-time.The number
A5 well and number A25 well possess obvious multipeak fea-
ture, and the amplitudes are higher compared to number A45
well and number A15 well. Each peak signal reflects a trend of
the sand production volume, and the integral value of peaks
illustrates the trend of total sand content. The results show
that the integral value and average value of number A25 well
are, respectively, 2 times and 2.3 times of those of numberA45
well. These sand production monitoring results agree well
with the measured data in Table 1. In other words, the sand
production volume of number A25 well is 2 times of that of
numberA45well. Comparing the trend of power spectra with
these four typical wells, the mean value of number A45 well
is 3.3 times of number A15 well. This result accords with the

3.1 times caused by different flow velocities. As for the same
flowvelocity level ofwells, the features of sand production can
lead to a higher statistical dispersion.Therefore, flow velocity
affects the power spectrum amplitudes but does not affect the
monitoring of sand production.

Based on the above results, sand production vibration sig-
nals of four typical wells were successfully detected by special
wideband vibration sensor in Bohai oil production platform.
The characteristic sand frequency band was discovered by
time-frequency analysis. Peak searching-denoising method
successfully extracted the characteristic sand signals from
band-pass filtered power spectrum and maximally reduced
the background noise of crude oil flow. The characteristic
multipeak of power spectrum was used to illustrate the
sand production volume signals, which was consistent with
actual results. Accordingly, this method would be helpful to
apply the vibration sensor technology to monitor the sand
production in offshore oilfield production.

4. Conclusions

(1) A special wideband vibration sensor was selected
to acquire sand production signals. Time-frequency
analysis, a characteristic sand frequency band dig-
ital filter method, and a peak searching-denoising
method were used to successfully extract the sand
impact signals from crude oil background noise.

(2) By using these vibration sensor approaches, obvious
differences in time-frequency domain and power
spectrum between sand productionwell and nonsand
production well can be observed. The power spec-
trum amplitude of sand production well possesses
the characters of sudden changes and sharp increases.
The time-frequency domain has the features of high
energy intensity in the characteristic sand frequency
band.

(3) The sand production volume has a good correlation
with the obtained power spectrum amplitude of the
signals, and it is also consistent with the results
of field measurement. Vibration sensor approaches
can effectively monitor the sand production in real-
time during the process of oil production in Bohai
production platform.

(4) These nonintrusive vibration sensor approaches not
only provide a low-cost sand production monitoring
method but also lay the foundation for the mathe-
matical model studies of real-time and accurate sand
production volume.
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